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THE LAW OF KARMA: Modern science has found undeniable evidence that there are laws

governing the structure and movement of every atom in Nature. Yet man continues to live as though

the various events happening to him throughout his life are random -- occurring only by "chance."

This essay formally presents a Universal Law which not only incorporates all of the existing scientific

laws, but also explains the underlying order which governs the conditions of our everyday lives.

THE LAW OF WILL: Will power is a force nearer to us than any of the external forms of power which

we utilize each day. Yet, from an analytical point of view, the power of will is perhaps the least

understood. This essay constructs an unprecedented model of the will force which is used to

answer questions such as: what will is, where it comes from, and how we manage to have control

over this force. The analysis then turns to the age-old question of whether man really has "free will."

THE LAW OF LOVE: Psychology and religion both stress that at the very essence of man's being is

the yearning for love. But though we have all shared in love, very few people actually understand

what is happening when love is felt, or what conditions determine the presence or absence of this

force. In this essay a comprehensive model of the love force is constructd based upon the Eastern

concept of the seven chakras. Around this model a thorough analysis is conducted which reveals

the essential qualities of true love. This essay has been repeatedly praised as one of the clearest

eplanations of what is actually going on inside when we "fall in love," as well as clearly explaining

how we can consciously come into tune with this inner force.
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A thought provoking book on Universal Law written in such a way, you don't have to be a spiritual

guru or scientist to understand it. It's physically, a very small book too, and as such it doesn't feel so

overwhelming to assimilate some of the unique thoughts about karma and other spiritual

implications. It's also one of those books you can use to go back and re-read portions and use it

with a meditation practice or in a book club of like-minded individuals.

This book is much smaller than the previous works by Michael Singer, but it is packed with solid

information.There are pearls of wisdom to be found on each page.Highly recommended.

This one definitely comes under the heading of things I wish someone had told me so simply a long

time ago. A great help in shifting perception of things you think you already understand, and a

definite companion to The Untethered Soul. Read it.

incredible book-excellent adjunct to the more recent "untethered soul" from the same author. if you

are looking for more background into his thought process this is a great book.

Michael Singer is a very inspiring and intriguing writer. I love his thoughts put to paper. I mull over

them even days after finishing his books. This book was quick to the point and made sense to me.

This is one of the very best, very succinct books on the nature of the human spirit and its

relationship to the Divine...I have given this book to my daughter (she loved it and has given it to

several of her friends), as well as several of my friends. I highly recommend it to anyone.

One of the best books I have ever read on how life truly works! A must read for all seekers of the

truth!

This is a great book from Michael Singer. It's not a "fun" read, but it provides some foundational

information you've likely read before, but some parts are very insightful and provide a new

perspective. I would recommend this book.
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